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It will be most interesting to observe under what conditions which governance style will prevail AC (After Corona), and with which consequences for citizens, communities, and the environment. Instead of abstract ruminations, I am tempted to consider sustainability-like programs by the two most populous countries with a combined population of over 2.7 billion people, China and India. Exploring judiciously successful policies, projects and programs of these countries, which, for better or worse, will define our global future would be a good start to reflect on the future of sustainability in the global north.

A tourist lost in the Irish countryside asks a passing farmer for directions to Dublin. After a long pause, the farmer replies: «If I were you, I wouldn’t start from here.» I am reminded of this old joke as I reflect on the role of governments in the global north toward more sustainable societies. It illustrates the systemic difficulties of transforming one historically developed set of structures into another. For starters, we would have to reflect on what specific government and governance we are dealing with, the contexts within which they are embedded, stakeholder interests and opportunities, as well as the starting and target positions in relation to what kind of sustainability we are talking about. And that’s just for...
benefits to the common people, including social harmony, what is referred to as «people-oriented development» (i.e. were formally introduced in the 12th Five Year Plan in 2011, open, and shared development», and co-existence with na -

nature, energy conservation, and environmental protection. Advances in large-scale socioeconomic developments and investments in new energy systems are illustrations of this thrust. Foreign policy has also been repositioned, moving from «keep a low profile and hide China's brightness» to more aggressive and extroverted positions, massive increases in foreign direct investments, and wide-ranging de-

velopment programs. The latter include the export of an es-

timated 100 million labor-intensive jobs and manufacturing capacity, as well as thousands of development projects in South Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa, many of which are part of the Belt and Road Initiative, specifically the New Silk Road Economic Belt and the 21st Century Maritime Silk Road.

While future economic growth in China is currently hampered by overcapacity, an ageing population, resource scarcity, and citizens’ rising expectations in salaries, living standards, and environmental quality, we can expect China to further embrace emerging middle-class tastes and sens-

itivities, specifically relating to social and environmental standards, in conjunction with a socialist focus on the «com-

mon people». The current global health crisis and its eco-

nomic fallout, as well as the developing economic frictions with the US may actually strengthen the Chinese govern-

ment’s resolve and foster further socioeconomic successes over time.

India: toward a sustainable business-society nexus

Despite considerable socioeconomic development, India tends to be medially underrepresented due to a global focus on China’s trajectory. According to the International Monetary Fund, India’s population, economy, and gross dom-

estic product per capita are expected to grow at a high rate in the next decade. Similar to China, the Indian govern-

ment is actively fostering an investment climate and private consumption in support of economic growth and reduced dependence on global economic and political turbulenc-

es. Social development, however, continues to lag behind economic achievements. Although the poverty rate in India dropped significantly over the past decades, the Gini income distribution coefficient is increasing, while access to basic infrastructure and services remains a challenge for the ma-

jority of Indians. Moreover, poverty and access to services is associated with the rural-urban divide, caste membership, religious affiliation, and gender.

While enjoying some success historically, corporate philanthropic activities fall short of addressing even the most extreme forms of poverty. However, apart from intro-

ducing a new sense of national pride, the Narendra Modi’s
Government has implemented numerous important social, environmental, and economic reforms, such as the «Companies Act 2013».

Since 2009, the Indian government has taken progressive steps to formalize responsibilities of firms toward Indian society and its citizens, first with the «National Voluntary Guidelines on Social, Environmental and Economic Responsibilities of Business» and, through successive steps, by introducing the Companies Act 2013 and subsequent variants. Section 135 of the Act outlines what the government defines as corporate social responsibility (CSR) expectations in India. For example, it stipulates that every economically successful firm must spend «in every financial year at least two per cent of the average net profits of the company made during the three immediately preceding financial years, in pursuance of its Corporate Social Responsibility Policy». According to Schedule VII of the Act, the committee also must ensure that CSR activities «give preference to the local area and areas around it where it operates». Initially, the Act stipulated that, if the company fails to spend the 2% of its profits, it is to publicly report the reasons for not spending the amount. On 26 July 2019, the Lok Sabha, the House of the People (lower house of the bicameral Parliament of India), passed the Companies Act (Amendment) Bill 2019, which stipulates that firms which fail to spend the required amount will face fines and their officers potential imprisonment.

With Narendra Damodardas Modi’s recent re-election as Prime Minister, these trends are likely to accelerate. We expect that future variants of the Companies Act 2013, as well as national and international pressures, will accelerate the movement toward a more sustainable business-society nexus in India. It is difficult to assess how the global health crisis will impact this ambitious agenda. It may well be that India will find itself in a race to the bottom, where labor, social, and environmental regulations are loosened in the hope of stimulating economic activity.

**Sustainability in China and India: five dominant yet simplistic arguments**

When discussing such tremendous and ambitious state-led programs with a European and North American audience, five arguments tend to dominate: Especially China, a single party, semi-presidential socialist republic, but also India, a parliamentary republic with an increasingly powerful Prime Minister, are often considered non-democratic in a European or North American sense and, thus, a priori unsuitable exemplars for emulation. Second, China and India are often reduced to a 1970s conception of «underdeveloped» or «developing» countries, largely dependent on «Western» technology or goodwill, and aiming to mimic the trajectory of «advanced» economies. Third, more scholarly arguments often criticize such programs as insufficiently sustainable, which, in a Eurocentric perspective, is often reduced to ecological concerns, given the systemic integration of economic development into the social and environmental spheres. However, in lower middle income countries, environmental issues are usually relevant mainly when they impact adversely socioeconomic development or, specifically, the health of the national population. A fourth way to discount such efforts is whataboutism: highlighting disconfirming policies, projects, and programs, such as the use of fossil fuels or the persecution of marginalized religious groups. A fifth argument raised by members from higher income countries against considering large-scale sustainability-like programs from middle and lower middle income countries such as China and India is through cynical comparison: As the Swiss or European ecological footprint is comparatively much smaller than that of China or India, it is «they» who are causing irreparable ecological and other damage, not us. This strand of argumentation often drifts toward a Malthusian argument of overpopulation, considering limited global resources – of course with reference to the global south. An entire book should be written about the kernels of truth in an otherwise flawed set of arguments. When applied simplistically, they invite not only complacency but, worse, exacerbate the unsustainability of global developments.

**Zusammenfassung**


We are far away from anything resembling sustainability

BC (Before Covid), developed economies found themselves in very difficult positions relating to how to design a more sustainable future. In 2020, most wealthy nations are moving to protect their wealth and power positions by proping up free market economies, industrial sectors, multinational corporations, and businesses in ways that very much go against free market principles. The lessons we have tried to teach to younger generations and to less wealthy countries, especially on democracy, governance, and markets are severely tested, never more than during this health crisis. The modern European state may find itself preaching what it is not able to practice – may find itself at best managing and at worst appeasing stakeholders, including global business interest, local political interest groups, voters, consumers, and an increasingly conflictual economic and political environment.

It will be most interesting to observe under what conditions which governance style will prevail, DC (During Corona) and AC, and with which consequences for institutions, citizens, and the environment. At this stage, I would argue that we are very far away from anything resembling sustainability, and that exploring judiciously successful policies, projects, and programs of countries that, for better or worse, will define our global future would be a good start toward our future. Switzerland and Europe will never be «like» China or India, but I cannot shake the feeling that we are currently missing very important lessons on governance and sustainability.
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